SCHEM, IRB, MBP 15"

1. All resistance values are in OHMS, 0.1 WATT +/- 5%.
2. All capacitance values are in MicroFarads.
3. All crystals & oscillator values are in Hertz.

5V & USB FROM SATA FLEX

ADD SILKSCREEN TEXT:

1. PP5V_S3
2. VREF_FILTER
3. C1
4. C5
5. P3_0
6. P1_2/VREG
7. P1_0/D+
8. IR_RX_OUT

CYPRESS ‘ENCORE II’ USB CONTROLLER

REVISION HISTORY

DATE   DESIGNER   DESCRIPTION
11/29/06 NMARTIN   PROTO VERSION - INTEGRATED FROM M1, M78, AND M88 IR DESIGNS
11/30/06 NMARTIN   PROTO VERSION - CHANGED LOCATION OF C5, ADDED CAPS FOR FILTERING, CHANGED POWER CONTROL TO P2-0
12/06/06 NMARTIN   PROTO VERSION - CHANGED POWER CONTROL TO P2-6, SHIFTED DEBUG PINS
2/28/07  NMARTIN   PRE-DVT; REMOVED CONNECTOR

DESCRIPTION ARE IN FOLLOWING:
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